
 
 
 

BEYOND BELIEF 
Inspired by the true story of Muslims who saved the lives of 
Jewish children in the Second World War. In 1942, in the 
Grand Mosque in Paris, 11-year-old Ruben is hiding from the 
Nazis. Already thousands of Jewish children have 
disappeared, and Ruben’s parents are desperately trying to 
find his sister. Ruben must learn how to pass himself off as a 
Muslim, while he waits for the infamous Fox to help him get to 
Spain to be reunited with his family.  
One hint of Ruben's true identity and he'll be killed. So will the 
people trying to save him. But when the mosque is raided and 
the Fox doesn't come, Ruben is forced to flee. Finding himself 
in the south of France, he discovers that he must adjust to a 
new reality, and to the startling revelation of the Fox's true 
identity. 

• Inspired by true events.  
• A timely story of inter-faith friendship and solidarity.  
• A thrilling and heart-breaking tale of the horrors of war, 

and those who risked everything to save innocent lives.  
 

 LETTERS TO LEONARDO 
When Matt Hudson turns fifteen, he receives a birthday card 
from his mother – but how can that be. 
His father told him she died ten years ago. Was that a lie? 
Matt doesn’t know who or what to believe.  
He sets out to find his mother, and the reasons behind her 
abandonment soon become clear. 
Unable to trust anyone living, and assigned a letter-writing 
project at school, Matt writes to his dead idol –  
Leonardo da Vinci.  
This simple act helps him work through his feelings of betrayal, 
and understand how neglected mental illness can tear a 
family apart.  
 

EDDY POPCORN’S GUIDE TO PARENT TRAINING 
The school holidays have started and EDDY POPCORN is 
about to turn twelve. Then disaster strikes — Eddy is 
GROUNDED for not doing his homework. Parents suck!  
Faced with not seeing the beach, or his mates, for 
the WHOLE holidays,  
Eddy puts all of his FRUSTRATION into a helpful book for 
kids: EDDY POPCORN’S GUIDE TO PARENT TRAINING!  
Chock FULL of laughs and mushrooms, this guide is sure 
to be a HIT!  And hopefully, Eddy will get to have at least 
one surf before the school holidays end. 
Book 1 in an hilarious new series – great for reluctant 
readers. 
 


